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ABSTRACT
Speech recognition technology continues to improve, but users still experience
significant difficulty using the software to create and edit documents. In fact, a re-
cent study confirmed that users spent 66% of their time on correction activities
andonly33%ondictation.Ofparticularinterestisthefactthatonethirdoftheus-
ers’ time was spent simply navigating from one location to another. In this article,
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son Research Center.we investigate the efficacy of hands-free, speech-based navigation in the context
of dictation-oriented activities. We provide detailed data regarding failure rates,
reasons for failures, and the consequences of these failures. Our results confirm
that direction-oriented navigation (e.g., Move up two lines) is less effective than
target-oriented navigation (e.g. Select target). We identify the three most common
reasons behind the failure of speech-based navigation commands: recognition er-
rors, issuing of invalid commands, and pausing in the middle of issuing a com-
mand. We also document the consequences of failed speech-based navigation
commands. As a result of this analysis, we identify changes that will reduce failure
rates and lessen the consequences of some remaining failures. We also propose a
more substantial set of changes to simplify direction-based navigation and en-
hance the target-based navigation. The efficacy of this final set of recommenda-
tions must be evaluated through future empirical studies.
1. INTRODUCTION
Speechrecognitiontechnologyhasimproveddramatically(Karat,Vergo,&
Nahamoo, 2003). As a result, speech recognition has been associated with im-
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tasks.Forexample,onerecentstudyconfirmedthatapen-and-speechinterface
allowedparticipantstocompleteaplanning–simulationtasksignificantlyfaster
than a traditional keyboard and mouse interface (Cohen, McGee, & Clow,
2000). Though multimodal solutions can provide a number of clear advan-
tages,thefocusofthisarticleisontheuseofspeechrecognitiontosupportstan-
darddictationtasksinanenvironmentwheretheusers’handsareunavailable
as these issues will be particularly important for individuals with physical dis-
abilitiesthathindertheiruseoftraditionalinputdevices.Inthiscontext,itisim-
portant to note that recent improvements to speech recognition technologies
include increased recognition accuracy, integrating commands and dictation
more effectively, and improved error correction dialogs. However, even with
theseimprovements,standarddictationtasksaresignificantlyslowerwhenus-
ing speech recognition as compared to the traditional keyboard and mouse
(Karat, Halverson, Karat, & Horn, 1999). More important, recent studies con-
firmthatidentifyingandcorrectingrecognitionerrorscontinuestoaccountfor
a large portion of the time users spend creating documents via dictation using
speechrecognition(Halverson,Horn,Karat,&Karat,1999;Karatetal.,1999;
Sears, Karat, Oseitutu, Karimullah, & Feng, 2001).
Forexample,inanearlierarticlewediscussedthestrategiesusersemployed
as well as their productivity and the quality of the documents created (Sears et
al.,2001).Wealsoreportedthatusersspentonethirdoftheirtimedictating,one
thirdissuingnavigationcommands,andonethirdissuingothercommandsre-
quired to correct errors. These results raise serious questions regarding the er-
roridentificationandcorrectionprocessforspeech-onlyinteractionsingeneral
as well as specific concerns regarding those commands users employ to com-
plete spatial navigation tasks. Interestingly, multimodal interfaces typically
supportspatialtasks,suchasselectingawordwithinadocument,usingaman-
ual modality (e.g., a stylus) instead of speech, as this typically results in better
performance (e.g., Oviatt, 1997; Oviatt et al., 2000). Because our focus is on
speech-basedinteractionswhentheusers’handsareunavailable,thisarticlein-
vestigates speech-based navigation in more detail. Unlike our earlier article,
whichprovidedahigh-leveloverviewofuserinteractions,thisarticleprovides
detailed data regarding navigation strategies, failure rates, consequences of
failed commands, and suggestions for improvements.
Error correction involves several steps: Users must determine that a recog-
nition error has occurred, navigate to the error, and then correct the error.
Speech-based navigation can be accomplished in several ways, some of
which combine navigation and correction activities (e.g., “Correct Friday” se-
lects the word Friday and initiates the correction process). One classification
of speech-based navigation commands focuses on the type of movement that
results: continuous or discrete. For example, “Move left” may result in the
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“Stop” command. This approach emulates traditional pointing devices, al-
lowing users to position the cursor at any location on the screen. Although
powerful, continuous movements do not take advantage of the context in
which the commands are being issued. In contrast, discrete movements often
take advantage of contextual information. For example, when editing text,
the cursor can be moved by the character, word, or line as appropriate. Our
focus is on two common approaches to speech-based navigation that result in
discrete movements: target-based and direction-based navigation.
For target-based navigation, the user specifies the destination using a word
that exists in the document. Target-based navigation takes the form Command
target. For example, “Select Friday” would highlight the word Friday. For cur-
rent direction-based navigation, the user issues a command, followed by a di-
rection,distance,andtheunitsofthemovement.Forexample,theusermaysay
“Move left five words.” Target-based navigation can allow users to quickly
movetothedesiredlocation,oftenwithonlyasinglecommand.Ifthetargetap-
pears on the screen multiple times, additional commands may be required. In
contrast, direction-based navigation forces users to convert the difference be-
tweenthecurrentanddesiredcursorlocationsintoaseriesofcommands(e.g.,
onetomoveverticallyandanothertomovehorizontally).Giventheincreased
complexityofdirection-basednavigationcommands,weexpectuserstohave
moredifficultyconstructingvaliddirection-basedcommands,direction-based
navigationwillfailmorefrequently,target-basednavigationwillrequirefewer
commands to complete a successful navigation sequence, and the conse-
quences will differ when direction- and target-based commands fail.
Inthefollowingsections,weprovidecomprehensivedataregardingtheeffi-
cacy of speech-based navigation, the reasons behind the difficulties that users
encounter,andtheconsequencesoffailednavigationcommands.Buildingon
thisdata,weprovidethreerecommendationsforimprovingspeech-basednav-
igation.Twofocusonmodifyingthewaycommandsareprocessedwhereasthe
third involves fundamental changes to commands that are available.
2. RELATED RESEARCH
Speech recognition has been successfully integrated into a variety of appli-
cations. Some applications employ multimodal solutions that allow speech to
be used when it will be most effective whereas others focus on situations in
which the users’ hands or eyes are unavailable or when traditional keyboard
input is not an option. Examples include a speech-based application designed
to allow radiologists to dictate their reports (Lai & Vergo, 1997), applications
designed for individuals with physical impairments (Thomas, Basson, &
Gardner-Bonneau, 1999), environmental control systems (Burmeister,
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Zadrozny, 1998).
Researchers have explored changes in speaking patterns that occur in
noisy environments and how these changes affect speech recognition
(Rollins, 1985), how users modify their speech when they encounter recogni-
tion errors (Oviatt, MacEachern, & Levow, 1998), and how to design speech
recognition systems for children (Nix, Fairweather, & Adams, 1998); but per-
haps the most active area of interface-oriented research involving speech rec-
ognition is that of multimodal interfaces (see Oviatt, 2003). Two areas of par-
ticular interest include the relationship between the type of task and the
modalities that users prefer (e.g., Hauptmann, 1989; Cohen & Oviatt, 1995;
Oviatt, 1997) and how multimodal interactions can be used to reduce errors
(e.g., Oviatt, 2000; Oviatt et al., 2000). Oviatt discusses user-centered and ar-
chitecture-based error handling improvements in multimodal interfaces over
speech-only interfaces, as well as a variety of potential benefits, including im-
proved performance for speakers with accents and mobile applications. Her
research has demonstrated that, for visual–spatial tasks, pen–voice interac-
tion results in substantial reductions in task completion times, task-critical
content errors, and spontaneous disfluencies as compared to voice-only inter-
actions (Oviatt, 1997; Oviatt & Kuhn, 1998). This, and other recent efforts,
suggest that error-prone technologies can be made more robust by carefully
combining multiple input modalities. Many of these efforts highlight the po-
tential of speech-based interactions when they are effectively integrated with
other interaction modalities (e.g., Oviatt, 2000, 2003; Oviatt et al., 2000;
Suhm, Myers, & Waibel, 2001). Though speech-based interactions have been
most effective when the users’ activities are constrained (e.g., telephony, do-
main-specific dictation, environmental control) or when speech is part of a
multimodal solution, our focus is on speech-based navigation. Therefore, the
remainder of this section reviews research in three areas: speech-based appli-
cations for data entry tasks, correcting recognition errors, and speech-based
navigation.
Researchers have examined the use of speech recognition for a variety of
data entry tasks. Ainsworth (1988) examined the optimal string length for
digit input, whereas Ainsworth and Pratt (1992) explored error-correction
strategies for use in a phone dialing scenario. Both studies used isolated-word
SR systems, short input strings (e.g., 1–14 digits), and small vocabularies (e.g.,
11 or 14 words), making it difficult to generalize their results to large vocabu-
lary systems being used to dictate significantly larger documents. Similarly,
Noyes and Frankish (1994) explored the efficacy of auditory or visual feed-
back after every word or sequence of six words; Baber and Hone (1993) fo-
cused on providing feedback and requiring confirmation of correctness for
each word prior to proceeding. Neither of these approaches is feasible when
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navigation alone was not explored by any of these researchers.
Numerous researchers have explored multimodal interfaces that incorpo-
rate some speech-based interactions. As highlighted earlier, these efforts sug-
gestthatmultimodalsolutionsaresuperiortospeech-onlysolutionsforspatial
navigationtasks(e.g.,Oviatt,1997;Oviattetal.,2000).Suhmetal.(2001)pro-
videdabridgebetweenmultimodalinterfaceresearchandasignificantbodyof
research on error correction dialogs. Suhm et al. (2001) investigated several
multimodal approaches for correcting recognition errors, including use of the
keyboard,mouse,astylus,andspeech.Theyfoundthatmultimodaltechniques
resultedinfastererrorcorrectiontimesascomparedtotheuseofspeechalone.
However,allofthetechniquesexploredusedtouchscreen-basednavigationin
whichuserssimplytouchedthewordtheywantedtomodify.Similarly,Daniset
al.(1994)developedaspeech-orientededitorthatalloweduserstousea“point
and speak” method to change the insertion point while dictating, but cursor
movements were accomplished using a mouse.
In contrast, McNair and Waibel (1994) explored error correction activities
with an explicit focus on speech-based selection of incorrect words. They de-
scribed an early version of target-based navigation that used the recognized
word as well as the list of possible alternatives for each word when determin-
ing which word the user wanted to select. They evaluated this technique by
determining how often it would successfully identify the word a user wanted
to select. They reported a success rate of 85%, but no other commands were
active and users could not dictate. As a result, this technique would likely fail
more often when used in the context of a realistic application. Finally, they
did not explore the consequences users would experience as a result of the
15% of the commands that did fail.
Manaris and Harkreader (1998) did not focus on correcting errors, but did
explore the use of SR as an alternative mechanism for generating keystrokes
and mouse events with the goal of developing an alternative data entry tech-
nique for individuals with upper-body motor-control impairment. Navigation
wasaccomplishedusingdirection-basednavigationcommandsthatgenerated
continuouscursormovements(e.g.,“Moveleft”followedby“Stop”)aswellas
target-basedcommandsthatmovedthecursortooneoffivepredefinedregions
of the screen (e.g., discrete movements). A pilot study was conducted using a
Wizard-of-Ozsimulationoftheirsolution,butnoresultsarereportedregarding
theeffectivenessoftheirspeech-basednavigationmechanism.Theauthorsdo
suggestthatspeechmaybeapromisingalternativetothekeyboardandmouse
for individuals who cannot use a keyboard and mouse.
Similarly, de Mauro, Gori, Maggini, and Martinelli (2001) discussed the
designofavoice-controlledmouse.Theirsystemgeneratescontinuousmove-
ments in response to simple utterances. Unlike most implementations where
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mapped to commands. As a result, users must learn the appropriate mapping
from a command (e.g., “Move left”) to the utterance that causes that com-
mand to be executed (e.g., “A”). Their system also supports target-based navi-
gation within regions of a window. As a result, once the cursor is located over
the title bar of a window, several commands appropriate for that particular
context become available, such as minimize, close, and move. At present,
navigation within textual documents is only supported using continuous
mouse movements and no data is provided regarding the efficacy of their
navigation mechanisms.
Christian, Kules, Shneiderman, and Youssef (2000) explored speech-based
navigation in the context of the Web. Navigation was accomplished by saying
the words that served as links or a number automatically associated with the
link by the browser. This target-based navigation resulted in minimal errors
but significantly longer task completion times when compared to
mouse-based navigation. More important, given the tasks users performed,
other commands were not active and users could not dictate text. As a result,
errorrates(andtheconsequencesoferrors)maynotberepresentativeofwhat
would be expected in the context of a dictation-oriented application.
These efforts provide insights regarding the use of speech-based interac-
tions. Clearly, speech is more appropriate for some activities than others.
Multimodal solutions are providing promising results, especially in the con-
text of correcting recognition errors and spatial navigation activities. Though
several studies have explored the process of correcting recognition errors,
navigation was often accomplished using a multimodal solution. For exam-
ple, Suhm et al. (2001) had users point at errors using a touchscreen, whereas
Danis et al. (1994) used a mouse. Several researchers have explored
speech-based navigation, but there has to be a comprehensive study of how
speech-based navigation commands are used in the context of dictation-ori-
ented activities. The current research explores navigation strategies, failure
rates, and consequences of failures while completing standard dictation tasks.
Wealsoidentifythreespecificenhancementstoaddresssomeoftheproblems
users experienced when using speech-based navigation.
The results reported in the following section represent a subset of the data
gathered as part of a larger study designed to provide insights into the efficacy
of speech recognition for dictation-oriented tasks. One goal for this larger
study was to understand the issues involved when speech recognition is used
by individuals with physical disabilities as compared to traditional computer
users who can choose to use the keyboard and mouse if this is more conve-
nient. As a result, this study included two groups of participants as described
inthefollowing.Anearlierarticlediscussedproductivity,satisfaction,andthe
strategies employed by these two user groups (Sears et al., 2001), whereas this
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cusofthisarticleisthefailureofspeech-basednavigationcommandsandhow
toredesignthesecommandstobesuccessful,andouranalysesconfirmedthat
failure rates do not differ between the two groups of participants, results for
the two groups were combined for all subsequent analyses.
3. EXPERIMENT
3.1. Method
Participants
Fourteen individuals participated in this study. Seven had no documented
physical impairments that would hinder their ability to use the keyboard or
mouse (traditional users). The other 7 participants had spinal cord injuries
(SCIs) at or above C6 with American Spinal Cord Injury Association (ASIA)
scoresofAorB(SCIusers).AllparticipantsspokeEnglishasanativelanguage
andhadnouncorrectedvisualimpairmentsordocumentedcognitive,hearing,
or speech impairments. Because interaction strategies are affected by experi-
encewithspeechrecognition(e.g.,Halversonetal.,1999),allparticipantswere
requiredtohavepriorexperienceusingacommercialspeechrecognition(SR)
product for dictation-oriented activities. Prior experience was defined as hav-
ing gone through the enrollment process and subsequently worked with the
system to complete some of their normal computer-based tasks.
Participants were provided with financial compensation for their time. De-
mographic information was gathered at the conclusion of the study. Thirteen
participants were male, the participants’ average age was 34.4 (σ: 11.7), and
participants averaged 15.6 years of computing experience (σ: 6.8).
Apparatus
Subjects used a Gateway Solo Pro 9300 laptop computer to complete the
dictation task. The computer had a 600MHz Pentium III processor and
128M of memory. It is equipped with a VXI Parrot 10-3 microphone. Partici-
pants interacted with a custom speech recognition application, TkTalk Ver-
sion 1.0. The computer was placed on a desk. The room contained multiple
cameras, a scan converter, and microphones that enabled audio–video re-
cording of all activities by the participants during the usability sessions. In ad-
dition, the TkTalk software was instrumented to provide a detailed record of
all speech-based activities.
TkTalk uses IBM’s ViaVoice Millennium Edition speech recognition en-
gine and allows users to dictate and edit text using a full range of speech-acti-
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to provide the core editing commands that were expected by individuals with
previous experience using virtually any commercial SR product, including
both IBM’s ViaVoice and Dragon’s Naturally Speaking software. As a result,
TkTalk effectively emulated whatever SR software our users had previously
used. During the training session, participants were introduced to all of the
commands available in TkTalk, including a feature that could be used at any
time to display a list of the commands currently available. As a result, partici-
pants knew the appropriate command for each function they wanted to in-
voke during the study. Through this combination of actions, we believe our
results should generalize across SR products. Figure 1 includes a complete list
of the commands available in TkTalk 1.0.
Tasks
Each participant completed four tasks that were presented on separate
pieces of paper. Two transcription tasks required users to enter predefined
paragraphs of text. One text consisted of 67 words and the other 71 words.
The two composition tasks required users to respond to several questions
posed in a hypothetical e-mail. Responses could be as brief or lengthy as the
participant desired.
Procedure
Participants were guided through the standard enrollment process of the
Millennium edition of ViaVoice. To ensure that equivalent information was
available about each participant’s speech patterns, all participants completed
onetrainingpassage.Next,eachparticipantcompleted30minoftrainingand
practice to become familiar with the TkTalk software. A standard set of two
taskswasusedtoguidethissession.Theexperimenterguidedtheusers’activi-
tiestoensurethattheywereexposedtoallofthecapabilitiesofthesoftwaredur-
ing the training session. During the experimental tasks, the experimenter left
theparticipantalonetocompletethetasks.Assistancewasonlyprovidedwhen
the participant repeatedly attempted to execute a valid command using the
wrongspokencommand.Participantswerefreetousethekeyboardandmouse
if they wanted to, but they were told that a research goal was to better under-
standhowspeechrecognitionwasusedtocompletethesetasks.Ultimately,one
participant used the keyboard and mouse as part of a single navigation se-
quence that was eliminated from further analysis. All other navigation se-
quences were completed using only speech-based navigation commands.
Participants were given one task at a time to ensure that the tasks were
completed in a predefined order. All participants completed the four tasks de-
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or the two transcription tasks first. The order in which each pair of tasks was
completed was randomized. After each task, the participant responded to
questions about the ease of use of the software and whether or not they were
satisfied with the amount of time required to complete the task. After com-
pleting all four tasks, the participant completed a final questionnaire regard-
ing their satisfaction with the software.
Data Analysis
The TkTalk software provides a transcript of all utterances as recognized
by the speech recognition software. The audio and video recordings were
used to annotate discrepancies between the words in the transcript and what
users actually said. By annotating all recognition errors (e.g., situations in
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Dictation mode
Begin new task Move right <n> words
Capitalize this (Capitalize) Move to end of document
Close Move to top of document
Close what can I say Move up <n> lines – n must be 1–10
Copy this (Copy) Page up
Correct <text> Page down
Correct this Paste this (Paste)
Cut this (Cut) Play audio
Delete this (Delete) Save task
Go to sleep Scratch that
Lowercase this (Lowercase) Select again
Move down <n> lines Select this
Move left <n> characters Select <text>
Move left <n> words Spell this
Move right <n> characters Uppercase this (Uppercase)
Correction mode (“Correct <text>” or “Correct this”)
Begin spell Pick <n>
Capitalize this (Capitalize) Play audio
Close correction window Lowercase this (Lowercase)
Close what can I say Uppercase this (Uppercase)
Delete this (Delete)
Spelling mode (“Begin spell” or “Spell this”)
a–z Enter
Apostrophe Hyphen
Backspace Pick <n>
Capital A–Z Space
Close correction window 0–9
Close what can I say
Figure 1. Speech-based commands available in TkTalk 1.0.which the system did not recognize what the user said correctly), both suc-
cessful and failed attempts to issue commands can be identified. Subse-
quently, each utterance corresponding to an attempt to issue a speech-based
navigation command was marked for further study. In TkTalk, this includes
the all “move,” “select,” or “correct” commands (see Figure 1 for listing of all
commands available in TkTalk 1.0).
As discussed earlier, speech-based navigation commands can be classified
as being target-based or direction-based. Within TkTalk, the “select” and
“correct” commands are categorized as target-based while the “move” com-
mands are categorized as direction-based. The following example illustrates
various methods of navigating within a paragraph. Given the text in Figure 2,
with the cursor located immediately following the word entry in the fourth
line, and the desire to correct the word recent in the first line, the user could
employ one of several strategies including,
1. “selectrecent,correctthis”:movesthecursordirectlytothewordrecent,
highlights that word, and opens the correction window.
2. “correct recent”: moves the cursor directly to the word recent, highlights
the word, and opens the correction window.
3. “move up three lines, move right three words, correct this”: moves the
cursor up three lines and then right three words, placing the cursor im-
mediately before the word recent. The “correct this” command then
highlights the appropriate word and opens correction window.
Of course numerous other command sequences will accomplish the same
goal.Itisalsoimportanttorealizethatthesecommandsequencesassumethat
all commands are issued successfully. As is shown in the following, this is not
alwaysthecaseandeachfailedcommandcanhaveavarietyofconsequences.
3.2. Results
In this article, we focus on failure rates, reasons for these failures, and the
consequences of failures when users issue hands-free, speech-based naviga-
tion commands. Our analysis is based on 856 target-based and 588 direc-
tion-based navigation commands issued by our participants. Target-based
navigation commands required an average of 2.4 words (i.e., a command fol-
lowedby1.4targetwords),whereasdirection-basednavigationcommandsal-
ways require four words (i.e., command direction distance unit). These data are
analyzed in three ways. First, we analyze the failure rates of target- and direc-
tion-based navigation commands as well as the characteristics of navigation
sequences. Second, we examine the consequences of command failures.
Third, we investigate the underlying reasons for these failures. We conclude
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quences of failed commands, and fundamentally changing the navigation
strategies adopted by some users.
Failure Rates for Individual Commands
Not all speech-based commands succeed. The most common problems in-
clude users issuing invalid commands or recognition errors causing valid
commands to fail. Given the fundamental differences between direction- and
target-based navigation, it would not be unexpected for failure rates to differ.
Means and standard deviations for failure rates, for both direction- and tar-
get-based navigation commands, are presented in Figure 3. Group (i.e., tradi-
tional users vs. SCI users) was treated as a between-group variable in a
one-way analysis of variance with repeated measures for type of navigation
command (i.e., direction based vs. target based). This analysis did not identify
any significant effects due to group or the type of navigation command, F(1,
12)=1.20,ns,F(1,12)=1.55,ns,respectively.Therewasnosignificantinterac-
tion between group or type of navigation, F(1, 12) = 0.05, ns. Since the analy-
sis of failure rates did not identify any significant main effects or interactions
involving the group variable (i.e., traditional vs. SCI users), the two groups
are combined for subsequent analyses.
Speech-Based Navigation Sequences
Navigation events often require more than one command. Therefore, we
extractedthelengthofalltarget-anddirection-basednavigationsequences.A
navigation sequence was defined as a collection of navigation commands that
resulted in the cursor being placed in the desired location. Because we are in-
terested in the decisions users make and the processes they employ, we begin
by classifying navigation sequences by the first navigation command issued.
For example, if the first command is a direction-based command, the entire
sequence is classified as a direction-based sequence. We explore the length of
direction- and target-based navigation sequences, the probability that at least
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Speech recognition has improved dramatically in recent years. Recognition accuracy has
improved, commands and dictation are more effectively integrated, and error correction
dialogs have been improved. However, even with these improvements, data entry rates are
significantly slower when using speech recognition as compared to the traditional keyboard
and mouse.
Figure 2. Example text that users may need to navigate using speech-based navigation
commands. The cursor is currently immediately after the word entry in the fourth line.one command will fail before the completion of the navigation event, how
frequently users change strategies during navigation events, and how fre-
quently users end the navigation event by selecting a word. Our participants
used strategies developed through earlier experiences with speech recogni-
tion when navigating within the documents they were creating. As a result, 3
participantsalwaysstartednavigatingusingoneofthetwotypesofnavigation
commands (e.g., one always started using a direction-based navigation com-
mand,whereastwoalwaysstartedusingatarget-basednavigationcommand).
Therefore, the analysis of navigation sequences reported later are based on
the results of the other 11 participants that employed both types of com-
mands.
Length of Speech-Based Navigation Sequences. Direction-based naviga-
tion sequences required, on average, 2.29 navigation commands. In contrast,
target-based navigation sequences required an average of only 1.30 naviga-
tion commands. Note that these lengths are based on the number of naviga-
tion commands issued and do not consider the additional commands that
may be involved in reversing the consequences of failed navigation com-
mands. It is also important to note that correcting the consequences of failed
commandscanbetimeconsuming(Halversonetal.,1999;Karatetal.,1999).
Becausethedataarenotnormallydistributed,evenafterstandardtransfor-
mations are applied, nonparametric statistics were used. The Wilcoxon
signed ranks test confirmed that direction-based navigation sequences re-
quired significantly more commands than target-based navigation sequences,
Z(10) = 2.31, p < .05.
Failure Rates for Speech-Based Navigation Sequences. Almost all speech-
based navigation sequences ultimately succeeded. In fact, only one direc-
tion-based navigation sequence failed to result in the cursor being positioned in
the desired location. In this section, we explore the probability that at least one
command fails before the successful completion of a navigation sequence.
Overall, 13.7% of navigation sequences included at least one failed command,
including approximately 9% of the target-based sequences and over 20% of the
direction-based sequences. The Wilcoxon signed ranks test confirmed that di-
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Target Direction
Traditional users 0.11 (0.09) 0.19 (0.10)
SCI users 0.18 (0.15) 0.23 (0.17)
Figure3. Failure rates for target- and direction-based navigation for both traditional and
spinal cord injury (SCI) users (standard deviations in parentheses).rection-based navigation sequences were significantly more likely to result in at
leastonefailedcommandthantarget-basednavigationsequences,Z(10)=2.05,
p <. 0 5 .
Changes in Strategy. A change in strategy is defined as switching be-
tween target- and direction-based navigation commands. Overall, approxi-
mately 13.4% of navigation sequences included a change in strategy. The
Wilcoxon signed ranks test indicates that direction-based sequences (28.5%)
are more likely to result in a change in strategy than target-based sequences
(3.0%), Z(10) = 2.40, p < .05. Such changes may be motivated by the failure of
commands or by users’ realization that their initial strategy was inefficient or
would not allow them to accomplish their goal. Users changed strategies dur-
ing 2.5% of the target-based sequences and 6.6% of the direction-based se-
quences following a failed command. The Wilcoxon signed ranks test did not
find a significant difference for failure-induced changes in strategy for the two
types of navigation commands, Z(10) = –1.82, ns. In contrast, users changed
strategies during approximately 0.5% of the target-based navigation se-
quences and 21.9% of the direction-based navigation sequences when no
commands had failed. These are considered efficiency/goal-induced changes
in strategy. The Wilcoxon signed ranks test confirmed that direction-based
navigation sequences were significantly more likely to involve an effi-
ciency–goal-induced change in strategy as compared to target-based naviga-
tion sequences, Z(10) = 2.20, p < .05. Interestingly, 43.8% of all direc-
tion-based navigation sequences end with the user selecting a word (e.g.,
issuingatarget-basednavigationcommand)thatwassubsequentlymodified.
Consequences of Failed Speech-Based Navigation Commands
Failed navigation commands typically result in one of four different conse-
quences: (a) moving the cursor to the wrong location, (b) changing the con-
tents of the document, (c) no change, or (d) other change. The cursor can be
moved to the wrong location if the target of a target-based navigation com-
mand is not recognized correctly. For instance, if the user says “select were,”
but the system recognized this as “select war,” the wrong word would be se-
lected. Similarly, if the user said “move up two lines,” but the system recog-
nized this as “move up ten lines,” then the cursor will be moved to the wrong
location.
The contents of a document are changed whenever a command is recog-
nized as dictation. Occasionally, a command that is recognized as dictation
also results in some words being incorrectly deleted (e.g., if a word was
highlighted at the time the user attempted to issue the command). It is also
possible for a failed command to result in no change to either the cursor lo-
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to issue a command, but fail. For instance, if the user said “move left three
letters” when the correct command was “move right three characters,” the
system will ignore this as an invalid command. Finally, some commands
are occasionally incorrectly recognized as a different command. Occa-
sionally, a failed navigation command results in a combination of the afore-
mentioned consequences. The most common example is a combination of
moving the cursor and subsequently changing the contents of the docu-
ment. Figure 4 illustrates the probability of a particular consequence when
a command is issued.
Recovering from any failure requires that the user recognize that the
command failed, understand any changes that occurred, make any neces-
sary corrections, and then reattempt the navigation. It is impossible to
judge the effort required of users to recover from the “other change” conse-
quence, but frequently this involves little more than closing an unwanted
dialog box. Of the remaining consequences, recovering from content
changes is the most difficult as the user must undo this change by inserting
or removing some text before reattempting the navigation. When the cur-
sor is moved to the wrong location, the user must realize that the cursor did
not move to the right spot (this is quite easy with existing target-based navi-
gation commands, because they highlight the target word) and then
reattempt the navigation. Clearly, this is easier than recovering from fail-
ures that change the contents of the document. Finally, the “no change”
consequence is the easiest to recover from because the user only has to real-
ize that the command was not successful and then reattempt the navigation.
Failed target-based navigation commands tend to either change the con-
tents of the document or move the cursor to the wrong location. In contrast,
failed direction-based navigation commands typically result in either the
content of the document being changed or no change at all.
Reasons for Failure
Several types of user and system errors can cause command failure. The
three main causes include the user issued a valid command but a recognition
error occurred (approximately 9% of all speech-based navigation com-
mands), the user issued an invalid command (5%), or the user issued a valid
command but paused too long in the middle of the command (3%). These
three difficulties explain over 99% of all failed navigation commands. Figure
5 illustrates the probability of a particular problem occurring when a com-
mand was issue.
Users occasionally issue invalid commands. Invalid commands refer to
utterances that were intended to invoke a particular command that the sys-
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of a sequence of known words that can be recognized by the system that
simply do not correspond to any of the available commands. Examples in-
clude “move left three letters” (should be “move left three characters”), “se-
lect that” (should be “select this”), as well as repetitions (“move left … left
one word”), false starts (“move left”), and other similar errors. Some invalid
commands also contain utterances that do not correspond to any of the
words the system is capable of recognizing. In these situations, the issues as-
sociated with invalid commands are closely related to a significant body of
research addressing out-of-vocabulary words (e.g., Bazzi & Glass, 2001). In
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Figure 4. Consequences of failed target- and direction-based navigation commands.
Figure 5. Reasons for failed target- and direction-based navigation commands.general, invalid commands correspond to situations in which users had dif-
ficulty constructing the necessary command, including those difficulties de-
scribed as disfluencies elsewhere (Oviatt, 1994). Interestingly, over 3.2% of
all direction-based commands included a disfluency that cause the com-
mand to fail (this represents approximately 50% of the invalid commands).
In contrast, less than 0.4% of target-based commands included similar
disfluencies (approximately 10% of the invalid commands). This is consis-
tent with results reported elsewhere that indicate higher disfluency rates for
longer utterances (Oviatt, 1994). One solution for some of these difficulties
would be to add new alternatives to the vocabulary (e.g., “move left three
letters”), but there is always a tradeoff between vocabulary size and recogni-
tion error rates (i.e., adding these new commands would likely increase the
number of recognition errors), so other solutions should be explored and
may prove more effective.
Both recognition errors and pauses in the middle of a command cause
valid commands to fail. Recognition errors represent situations in which the
system recognizes one or more words incorrectly. Examples include “Select
were” being recognized as “Select war” and “Move up two lines” being rec-
ognized as “Move up ten lines.” A pause in command occurs when the user
issues part of the command, pauses briefly, and then completes the com-
mand. Speech recognition systems typically wait for a short period of si-
lence to determine when certain commands end, so pausing too long can
cause the system to identify the end of the command incorrectly. For exam-
ple, a user may say “Move up,” pause briefly, and then complete the com-
mand by saying “three lines.” In this situation, “Move up” is processed as
one utterance (and will likely be rejected as a partial–invalid command)
and “three lines” is processed as a second utterance (and will likely be in-
serted into the text as dictation).
Though it is important to understand why commands fail and what hap-
pens when commands fail, it may be more important that we understand the
relationship between specific reasons for failures and the associated conse-
quences. This knowledge will allow us to effectively focus research efforts on
those problems that result in more severe consequences. This perspective is
investigated in the following.
Consequences of Recognition Errors. Recognition errors caused over 9%
of both direction- and target-based navigation commands to fail. For direc-
tion-basedcommands,themostcommonresultwasthatthesystemsimplyig-
nored the erroneous command. This typically occurred when one or more
words near the end of the command were completely missed by the system
(e.g.,“Moveuptwolines”wasrecognizedas“Moveuptwo”).Othercommon
consequences included moving the cursor to the wrong location or changing
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location when the distance was misrecognized (e.g., “Move up two lines” is
recognized as “Move up ten lines”). Recognition errors that made the com-
mand look like dictation typically caused changes to the contents of the docu-
ment (e.g., “Move up two lines” was recognized as “up two lines”).
For target-based commands, the most common consequence was that the
cursor moved to the wrong location. This often happened when a target failure
occurred (e.g., “Select yes” was recognized as “Select this”). Occasionally,
when the target was missed entirely, the system simply ignored the command
(e.g., “Select something” was recognized as “Select”). Recognition errors
changed the contents of the document when command failures occurred (e.g.,
“Select Friday” was recognized as “Sell Friday”). These results are summa-
rized in Figure 6.
Consequences of Invalid Commands. Users issued invalid direc-
tion-based navigation commands approximately 7% of the time. When the
words spoken match the beginning of a valid command (approximately half
of the time) the invalid command was typically ignored (e.g., “Move down
one”). Otherwise, the system interpreted the words as dictation and changed
the contents of the document (e.g., “Right one word”).
Users issued invalid target-based navigation commands only 3.5% of the
time. Occasionally the system was able to reject invalid target-based com-
mands. This typically occurred if the user issued the command, but failed to
provide a target (e.g., “Select”). However, most invalid target-based com-
mandsresultedinthetextbeingmodified,butthecursorcouldalsobemoved
to the wrong location. Unfortunately, the consequence depended on the con-
tents of the document. For example, users occasionally said “Select that”
when they meant “Select this.” If the word that appeared in the document, the
cursor would be moved. In contrast, if the word that was not in the document,
the command might be interpreted as dictation. These results are summa-
rized in Figure 7.
Consequences of a Pause in the Command. Users paused in the middle
of almost 3% of direction- and target-based navigation commands. Every
command that failed due to a pause while issuing a command resulted in the
content of the document being changed. For example, the user might say
“Move up … three lines” or “Select … this word” where the “…” represented
a pause. In these situations, the system recognized the first part of the com-
mand (i.e., “Move up” or “Select”) as a failed attempt to issue a command and
ignored it. However, when the remainder of the command (e.g., “three lines”
or “this word”) was processed, it looked like dictation, and was inserted into
the document.
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The two groups of users (i.e., traditional and SCI users) experienced simi-
lar failure rates for both direction- and target-based navigation commands.
Overall, users experienced more difficulty issuing direction-based navigation
commands. Direction-based navigation sequences are longer and more likely
to involve at least one failure. Users were more likely to switch from direc-
tion-based navigation to target-based navigation than the reverse and ended
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Figure 6. Consequences of target- and direction-based navigation commands that failed
due to a recognition error.
Figure 7. Consequences of target- and direction-based navigation commands that failed
because the command that was issued was invalid.over 44% of all direction-based navigation sequences by selecting a word us-
ing a target-based navigation command.
Users were significantly more likely to experience difficulty constructing
valid direction-based navigation commands, indicating fundamental prob-
lems with the direction-based navigation commands available in this sys-
tem. However, recognition errors were responsible for over 54% of all
failed navigation commands, whereas invalid commands accounted for ap-
proximately 28%.
Finally,whereasdirection-basednavigationwasmorelikelytoresultindif-
ficulties, the consequences of these difficulties were not as problematic as
those experienced when target-based navigation commands failed. Approxi-
mately 38% of failed direction-based navigation commands were effectively
ignored (i.e., the cursor and the content are unaffected). In contrast, only 5%
of failed target-based navigation commands were ignored. Failed tar-
get-based navigation commands were more likely to result in the cursor mov-
ing to the wrong location (typically a result of the target word being recog-
nized incorrectly).
5. PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS
In this section, we provide three concrete suggestions for improvements to
speech-based navigation. The first two are based on a detailed analysis of the
underlying causes of the problems experienced by the participants in this
study. The third suggestion involves a more substantial change to the way us-
ers navigate and is based on the difficulties our participants experienced. For
all three changes, we discuss the associated effects on failure rates, conse-
quences, and user interactions. Additional usability testing is required to eval-
uate the efficacy of the changes outlined in the remainder of this section.
5.1. Changing the Consequences of Recognition Errors
Recognitionerrorsmayneverbecompletelyeliminated,butinsomesitua-
tions the consequences of recognition errors can be reduced. Recognition en-
gines typically generate several alternatives for each word spoken by the user.
During dictation, the alternative with the highest confidence score is assumed
tobecorrectandisinsertedintothedocument(confidencescorescanchangeas
additional words are recognized). Speech recognition systems can be config-
uredtoignorebothcommandsanddictationifconfidencescoresaretoolow.
Target-based navigation commands take the form: command target.I no u r
system, command is either “correct” or “select” and the target can be any word
(or sequence of words) that is currently visible on the screen. In our study, 7%
of the 934 targets spoken contained recognition errors. Figure 8 illustrates the
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nored by raising the confidence score threshold to a given value. Raising the
minimum confidence score required for each target before a target-based nav-
igation command is executed will result in some valid and some invalid com-
mands being ignored. For example, using a threshold of –1 allows approxi-
mately 18% of the commands containing recognition errors to be ignored
while incorrectly ignoring approximately 0.6% of the valid commands.
Raising the threshold to 0 results in 22% of the commands containing recog-
nition errors being ignored while ignoring 1% of the valid commands.
Target-based navigation commands with incorrectly recognized target
wordsresultinthecursormovingtothewronglocation(i.e.,thewrongtarget).
By ignoring these commands, we change the consequence from “Move cur-
sor” to “No change.” Given our data, we propose a threshold of 0. For the ex-
perienced users in this study, this would have resulted in ignoring 22% of the
target-based navigation commands that contained recognition errors as well
as 1% of the valid target-based navigation commands. Of course, the optimal
threshold will likely depend on the individual user, their current task, and nu-
merous other factors. As a result, it is unlikely that there is a single correct
threshold that can be applied to all situations.
5.2. Eliminating Pauses During Commands
The recognition engine requires a short period of silence after each com-
mand, which allows the end of an utterance (e.g., command) to be identified.
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Figure 8. Percentage of correctly recognized target words and target words containing
recognition errors with various confidence scores.Currently, the default setting is 250 msec. Unfortunately, users occasionally
pause in the middle of navigation commands. For target-based navigation, us-
ers often pause while verifying the correct target before completing the com-
mand.Fordirection-basednavigation,userswillpausetoconfirmthedistance
(i.e., number of characters, words, or lines) they need to move.
Believing that users naturally pause after issuing navigation commands so
they can see the result, we extracted the amount of silence that followed each
navigation command. Figure 9 illustrates the percentage of commands that
arefollowedbyaperiodofsilencelessthanorequaltothevalueonthex-axis.
The curve for the successful commands indicates that users naturally pause
for 750 msec or more after issuing navigation commands. At the same time,
over 78% of the commands that failed due to an unacceptably long pause in
themiddleofthecommandinvolvedaperiodofsilencethatwaslessthan750
msec. By changing the threshold to require 750 msec or more of silence after
issuing a navigation command, approximately 78% of the “pause in com-
mand” failures would be corrected with minimal impact on the pace at which
users issue these commands (e.g., approximately 0.3% of the successful navi-
gation commands were followed by a pause of less than 750 msec).
Currently, the recognition engine we are using employs a single threshold
for all commands, so 750 msec of silence would be required after every com-
mand.Althoughuserspausewhenconstructingnavigationcommands(e.g.,to
confirmthetargetwordorthedistance),itisunlikelythatuserswouldpauseas
longwhenissuingfixedcommands(e.g.,scratchthat,playaudio).Therefore,a
better solution would be to use two thresholds. One, which may be set at 250
msec,wouldbeusedforfixedcommands.Thesecond,whichmaybesetat750
msec, would be used for commands that must be constructed when they are
used.Ofcourse,establishingtwothresholdswouldcreateadditionaldemands
onthespeechrecognitionsoftwareasadditionalprocessingmayberequiredto
differentiatebetweenconstructedandfixedcommands,butwebelievethisad-
ditional demand would be appropriate given the potential benefits.
Another alternative might be to leave the threshold at 250 msec, and then
identify and correct commands that failed due to pauses in the middle of issu-
ing those commands. For example, if the silence following a rejected “Move
left” command is between 250 and 750 msec long, it is likely that the next line
contains the remainder of the navigation command (e.g., “three words”), so
combining these two lines would provide the complete navigation command.
Unfortunately, simply combining previously recognized words is likely to re-
sult in unacceptable error rates. Each direction-based command consists of
the command (i.e., Move), a direction (e.g., left), a distance (e.g., three), and a
unit of movement (e.g., words). In direction-based navigation commands that
did not fail due to a pause in the middle of the command, approximately 3%
of the words specifying a direction, distance, or unit were misrecognized. In
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direction-based navigation commands failed due to a pause in the middle of
the command. Therefore, any strategy that relies on identifying and subse-
quently correcting commands that failed due to a pause in the middle of the
commandwillrequirethattheentirecommandbereprocessed.Giventhead-
ditional processing that would be required by this approach, it is likely that a
two-threshold solution may prove more effective and efficient.
5.3. Simplify Direction-Based Navigation and Expand
Target-Based Navigation
Existing direction-based navigation commands are problematic, resulting
in longer and more error-prone navigation sequences than target-based navi-
gation. Further, over 43% of all direction-based sequences end with the user
selecting a word using a target-based command. Therefore, we suggest that
direction-based navigation commands should be simplified and target-based
navigation be expanded with the following goals:
1. Direction-based navigation should be simple and reliable. Novices
should be able to use these commands with confidence for all of their
navigation needs whereas experienced users may use these commands
only if the distance they must navigate is short. These commands
should prove useful if users correct errors as they occur.
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Figure 9. Percentage of successful–failed commands that are followed by a silence less
than or equal to a particular length.2. Target-based navigation should provide a powerful alternative for ex-
perienced users when they must move the cursor larger distances.
These commands should prove useful if individuals choose to dictate
largersegmentsoftext,reviewthistext,andcorrectanyerrorsthatmay
exist.
Proposed Changes
Failure rates for speech-based commands can be reduced by shortening
the length of the commands, switching from constructed commands to fixed
commands, or implementing both options (Feng, Sears, & Forgionne, in
press; Oviatt, 1994). Currently, both direction- and target-based commands
are constructed, but direction-based commands are longer. Whereas tar-
get-based commands are often just two words long (e.g., a command followed
by a one-word target), direction-based commands require four words: com-
mand direction distance unit. In TkTalk, the command was “Move”; the direction
could be “up,” “down,” “left,” or “right”; the distance was a number ranging
from 1 to 10; and the unit was a “character,” “word,” or “line.” Earlier, we dis-
cussed the difficulties users had issuing direction-based commands, including
problems determining the correct distance to move the cursor.
Given these observations, we suggest the use of direction-based navigation
commands that use a fixed structure. More specifically, we suggest that both
the distance and units be eliminated, resulting in the following direction-based
commands: “Move up,” “Move down,” “Move right,” and “Move left.” This
change provides an additional benefit by reducing the length of direc-
tion-based commands, which should reduce failure rates even further. It is
suggestedthatadistanceofoneisusedforeachcommand.Aswiththeexisting
set of commands, the suggested unit for “Move up” and “Move down” is a
line. Though users regularly navigate by single characters when using a key-
board and mouse, when using speech recognition, users tend to dictate, de-
lete, and correct words instead of characters. Therefore, it is suggested that
the unit for “Move left” and “Move right” be a word. These changes will sat-
isfy our first goal of providing simple, reliable, direction-based navigation.
At the same time, the proposed direction-based commands make it diffi-
cult for users to move the cursor large distances efficiently without selecting a
word. To allow users to complete this common task, we suggest adding two
new target-based navigation commands:
• “Move after target” allows users to move the cursor such that it is imme-
diatelyafterthetargetword(orphrase).Thisissimilartotheexisting“Se-
lect target” command.
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several times. This is similar to the existing “Select again” command.
“Move after target” was chosen over “Move before target” for two reasons.
First, informal observations suggested that users are more likely to move the
cursor immediately after a target than they are to move it before a target. Sec-
ond, users are more likely to move the cursor to the end of the document (af-
ter the last word, M = 8.93, SD = 6.62) as compared to the beginning of the
document(beforethefirstword,M=0.43,SD=0.85),t(13)=4.76,p<.001.
Possible Effects on Navigation Activities
To provide a better understanding of the possible benefits of the proposed
changes, we started by computing the number of simplified direction-based
navigation commands that would be required to complete each of the direc-
tion-basednavigationsequencefromthisstudy.Forthiscalculation,weassume
that5%ofthenewdirection-basedcommandswillfail.Simplyreplacingtheex-
istingdirection-basedcommandswiththenewsimplifiedcommandsresultsin
navigation sequences that average 4.16 commands as compared to the 2.29
commands reported earlier. As expected, more simplified direction-based
commands would be required to complete the same navigation activities.
As noted earlier, over 43% of all direction-based navigation sequences end
with a target-based command being used to select a word. If users switched to
target-based navigation for this subset of direction-based sequences, 1.79
commands would be required to complete these navigation activities (assum-
ing each target-based navigation sequence required an average of 1.30 com-
mands as reported earlier).
Further, one goal when redesigning the navigation commands was to en-
courage the use of direction-based commands when moving short distances
andtarget-basedcommandsasthedistanceincreases.Ifthenew“Moveafter”
command were used whenever 10 or more direction-based commands would
otherwise be required, an average of 1.55 commands would be required to
complete these navigation activities. This average is reduced even more if us-
ers choose the “Move after” command for even shorter distances. For exam-
ple, “Move after” commands were used whenever five or more direc-
tion-based commands would be required; these navigation activities could be
completed using an average of 1.31 commands.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Hands-free, spoken navigation using existing dictation software is cur-
rently a time-consuming and error-prone activity. When using speech recog-
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on navigation. This is due, at least in part, to the fact that almost 17% of all
navigation commands fail. Further, these failures frequently result in unde-
sired changes to the cursor location (29% of failed commands), the content of
the document (48% of failed commands), or both. Recovering from these fail-
ures may simply involve reissuing the command, but may also involve insert-
ing or removing text that was inappropriately altered.
Navigationcommandsfailforavarietyofreasons,butthreecausesexplain
over 99% of all failures. Recognition errors explain almost 54% of all of the
failures. Recognition errors cause a variety of problems for direction-based
navigation, but many are effectively ignored by the system. In contrast, most
recognition errors cause the cursor to move to the wrong location when tar-
get-based navigation is used. Reducing the number of recognition errors is
the focus of extensive research in the speech recognition community. As de-
scribed earlier, we can use the confidence scores associated with the target of
target-based navigation commands to effectively ignore some erroneous
commands that would otherwise result in the cursor moving to the wrong lo-
cation. As a result, we also ignore a few commands that would otherwise be
processed correctly.
Frequently, users simply issue commands that are invalid. This occurs
more often with direction-based navigation in which users often have diffi-
culty determining the correct distance or units for the desired move. Almost
half of the invalid direction-based navigation commands are ignored by the
system, but few invalid target-based commands are ignored. Additional train-
ing or experience may reduce the number of invalid commands that are is-
sued,butsimplifyingthesyntaxofthecommandsmayproveevenmorepow-
erful. We suggest simplifying direction-based navigation and enhancing
target-based navigation.
Finally, users also pause in the middle of a command. This occurs with
both target- and direction-based navigation and always results in text being
inserted into the document. Fortunately, as described earlier, we can effec-
tively correct over 76% of the commands that failed due to an unacceptably
long pause. Instead of inserting unwanted text into the document, these com-
mands are now recognized correctly and produce the desired result.
In this article, we provide data regarding the effectiveness of the two most
common approaches to speech-based navigation. We also document the rea-
sonsbehindthefailuresandtheresultingconsequences.Throughtheseefforts,
we are able to provide three specific suggestions for improving speech-based
navigation.Alongitudinalstudyisplannedthatwillprovidethedatanecessary
to allow the benefits of these modifications to be empirically validated.
Hands-free, speech-based navigation accounts for a substantial portion of
the users’ time. More important, as it currently exists in commercial speech
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By understanding the causes and consequences of these failures, we provide
guidance to future researchers. The data provided in this article will allow re-
searchers to prioritize their efforts, such that the most significant problems
can be addressed first. It also provides a baseline for evaluating alternative
navigation techniques.
The focus of this article was on hands-free, speech-based interactions. This
was motivated, in part, by an interest in the issues involved when individuals
withphysicalimpairmentsinteractwithspeech-basedapplications.Similaris-
sues may become important when the users are busy with other activities
(e.g., manipulating a microscope). At the same time, other researchers have
demonstrated the potential of multimodal interactions for expediting error
avoidance and recovery in a wide variety of tasks (Oviatt et al., 2000) and es-
peciallyforhandlingtaskswithspatialcomponents(Oviatt,1997).Evenwhen
the users’ hands are unavailable, other modalities (e.g., eye gaze, body posi-
tion) can be processed during multimodal interaction.
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